HIGHEST AMOUNT OF GUGGULSTEROIDS
IMPROVE LOOK AND CONDITION OF SKIN
OPTIMIZE BLOOD LIPIDS
HEALTHILY INCREASE METABOLISM AND LOSE WEIGHT
NATURAL BROWN EXTRACT AND E & Z GUGGULSTERONES

Guggulsteroids have been shown in studies to maintain normal blood lipid levels,
support a fine skin texture by decreasing the appearance of blemishes and optimize
thyroid gland function (thus supporting ideal fat loss and body weight).
Guggulbolic® combines 30 mg of pure E & Z guggulsterones along with a special,
dark brown guggul extract which is standardized for an ultra-potent 6% TOTAL
guggulsteroids and which conforms to all Ayurvedic standards.

1. What is Guggulbolic®?
Guggulbolic® is a dietary supplement containing a full spectrum of naturally-occurring, metabolicregulating guggulsteroids.

2. Does Guggulbolic® contain the yellow or dark brown extract?
Guggulbolic® contains the dark brown guggul extract, which conforms to all Ayurvedic methods of extraction. It is vastly superior to the solvent-extracted yellow guggul extract. The dark brown guggul extract
contained in Guggulbolic® is standardized for a potent 6% total, full-spectrum guggulsteroids. If you are
looking to reap the many benefits from guggul, then it is imperative to always make sure you consume only
the dark brown extract (which, by the way, smells like a cross between coffee and raisins).

3. Why does Guggulbolic® contain pure E & Z guggulsterones?
There is much research specifically on these guggulsterones from guggul for the purpose of promoting
optimal cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Although the dark brown extract contains these guggulsterones,
our research shows that Guggulbolic® works significantly better for these specific purposes with the addition of greater quantities of these compounds.

4. What can be expected from using Guggulbolic®?
Guggulbolic® has been time-tested over many years of
use. Its results are consistent and predictable. Users
notice improved skin appearance, increased metabolic rate (due to optimization of thyroid gland function) and optimized blood lipid profiles. Most users
experience a noticeable feeling of warmth or heat
from using Guggulbolic®, which is most likely a
result of the increased metabolic rate.
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Yes! Guggulbolic® is extremely safe for men and women. Occasionally, someone will have a slight dermal
reaction to one of the components in the dark brown extract. Although harmless, if this occurs, you may
return the product for a full refund or credit.

6. What about the value?
We urge you to compare the price and overall value of Guggulbolic® to any other guggul product on the
market. It will quickly become obvious that there is no comparison. We don't say this lightly!
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5. Is Guggulbolic® safe?

